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House Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Consumer 

Protection & Commerce Hearing on “Protecting Consumer Privacy in 

the Era of Big Data” 
 

On Tuesday, February 26, 2019, the House Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Consumer 
Protection & Commerce held a hearing titled “Protecting Consumer Privacy in the Era of Big Data.” 
The hearing covered the current state of privacy in light of recent breaches and security questions 
and opened the dialogue on the creation of a federal privacy standard.  The hearing featured the 
following witnesses: 
 

 Brandi Collins-Dexter, Senior Campaign Director, Media, Democracy & Economic Justice, 
Color of Change 
Testimony 

 Dave Grimaldi, Executive Vice President for Public Policy, IAB 
Testimony 

 Roslyn Layton, PhD, Visiting Scholar, American Enterprise Institute 
Testimony 

 Nuala O’Connor, President and CEO, Center for Democracy & Technology 
Testimony 

 Denise Zheng, Vice President, Technology, Innovation, Business Roundtable 
Testimony 

 

Key Takeaways 
 Subcommittee Chairwoman Jan Schakowsky (D-IL) called for aggressive enforcement of 

privacy violations and data breaches by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and committed 
to providing the FTC and other regulators the tools and funding necessary to protect 
consumer privacy.   

 Ranking Member McMorris-Rodgers (R-WA) laid out four privacy principles: 1) develop one 
national standard; 2) increase company transparency and accountability; 3) improve data 
security; and 4) provide flexibility for small businesses. 

 Full Committee Chairman Frank Pallone (D-NJ) noted it would take the average consumer an 
estimated 76 years to read all the privacy notices for commonly used products and services.  
The narrative that consumers can’t digest the existing volumes of privacy policies was woven 
throughout the hearing. 

 The Business Roundtable outlined its newly developed principles for a national privacy law: 
champion consumer privacy and accountability; foster innovation and competitiveness; 
harmonize regulations; and achieve global interoperability.    

 Congressman Fred Upton (R-MI) asked panelists whether they agree with three of the four 
IAB privacy principles: 1) clear prohibition on harmful and unreasonable data use and 
practices; 2) distinguish data practices that pose a threat to consumers, instead of taking a 
broad-brush approach to all data collection and use; and 3) incentivize strong and enforceable 
compliance and self-regulatory programs by creating a rigorous “safe harbor” process in the 
law.  All of the panelists agreed, and Ms. O’Connor added that enforcement should consist of 
more than self-regulation alone.  

https://energycommerce.house.gov/sites/democrats.energycommerce.house.gov/files/documents/Brandi%20Collins%20Dexter%2002.26.2019.pdf
https://energycommerce.house.gov/sites/democrats.energycommerce.house.gov/files/documents/Grimaldi%20CPC%20full%20testimony%20Feb%202019.pdf
https://energycommerce.house.gov/sites/democrats.energycommerce.house.gov/files/documents/Roslyn%20Layton%20Testimony%20Feb%2026%202019.pdf
https://energycommerce.house.gov/sites/democrats.energycommerce.house.gov/files/documents/Testimony_Nuala%20O%27Connor%2002.26.2019.pdf
https://energycommerce.house.gov/sites/democrats.energycommerce.house.gov/files/documents/BRT%20-%20Denise%20Zheng%20-%20Written%20Testimony.pdf
https://www.businessroundtable.org/policy-perspectives/technology/privacy-2
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 The hearing emphasized the fact that the future of a national privacy standard is dependent 
on successfully navigating the politics of states with or in the process of adding privacy laws 
and those in favor of a national standard with federal preemption. Rep. Greg Walden stated, 
“Your privacy and security should not change depending on where you live in the United 
States. One state should not set the standard for the rest of country.”  
 

 


